RIKKYO
Access to Niiza

Niiza Station
- JR Musashino Line <South Exit>
- 25 min. walk to the Main Gate
- School Bus 10 min. (Free Bus service from 7:30 to 20:00)
- Seibu Bus 10 min. (Get off at "Rikkyo-mae")

Shiki Station
- Tobu Tojo Line (or Tokyo Metro Yurakuchō Line/ Fukutoshin Line) <South Exit>
- 15 min. walk to the Main Gate
- School Bus 10 min. (Free Bus service from 12:30 to 19:00)
- Seibu Bus 10 min. (Get off at "Rikkyo-mae")

RIKKYO UNIVERSITY (Niiza Campus) 1-2-26, Kitan, Niiza-shi, Saitama 352-8558
RIKKYO NIIZA HIGH SCHOOL 1-2-25, Kitan, Niiza-shi, Saitama 352-8523
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RIKKYO
Niiza Campus Map

north gate

Athletic Field
Yurara Hall
Indoor Practice Field

Gymnasium
Baseball Field
St. Paul’s Hall
Student Center
St. Paul’s Aquatics Center
Field House
Play Court
Soccer Field
Tennis Court
Playground

North Gate
St. Paul’s Field
Tennis Court
Baseball Field
Forest Retreat
Club House
Main Building
Library
Guard Building

To Niiza Station
To Shiki Station
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